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Abstract: Robot grasping technology is a hot spot in robotics research. In relatively
fixed industrialized scenarios, using robots to perform grabbing tasks is efficient and
lasts a long time. However, in an unstructured environment, the items are diverse, the
placement posture is random, and multiple objects are stacked and occluded each other,
which makes it difficult for the robot to recognize the target when it is grasped and the
grasp method is complicated. Therefore, we propose an accurate, real-time robot grasp
detection method based on convolutional neural networks. A cascaded two-stage
convolutional neural network model with course to fine position and attitude was
established. The R-FCN model was used as the extraction of the candidate frame of the
picking position for screening and rough angle estimation, and aiming at the insufficient
accuracy of the previous methods in pose detection, an Angle-Net model is proposed to
finely estimate the picking angle. Tests on the Cornell dataset and online robot
experiment results show that the method can quickly calculate the optimal gripping
point and posture for irregular objects with arbitrary poses and different shapes. The
accuracy and real-time performance of the detection have been improved compared to
previous methods.
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1. Introduction
For robots to successfully grasp the target object in an unstructured surrounding,
the grabber needs to not collide with surrounding objects and be able to identify the
objects that need to be grasped [1-3]. Due to the latest evolution of artificial neural
network (ANN), deep learning can provide outstanding capability under the premise of
providing sufficient data [4-6], especially in the area of target detection. However,
learning often needs multiple robots and equipment to calculate large amounts of data
[7,8]. In addition, in the case of frequent changes in the target object (such as in the
case of random placement [9], and the items are in contact with each other [10],
occluded and stacked [11]), the ANN-based grasping algorithm must be retrained [12].
Therefore, there is a need for an algorithm that can make robots grasp uncertain objects
without much training.

Many grasp pose detection use either geometric algorithms or data-driven methods.
Geometry algorithm is a traditional image processing method in which the object
recognition technology mainly starts with feature description [13,14]. For example, in
the identification of building blocks or industrial parts, corner points, edges, or form
factors (roundness, rectangularity, etc.) are used as evaluation criteria [15-17]. This
method has a very poor adaptability to environmental changes [18,19]. In the global
description of scene pictures, the histogram method is often used to evaluate the
similarity or difference between images by counting the distribution of grayscale, RGB
or HSV space, directional gradient and other values [20-22]. In three-dimensional space,
traditional methods obtain targets by matching the 3D position of the object to the
template [23,24] or by using known 3D computer-aided design (CAD) matching 3D
point clouds [25-27]. However, it is improbable to have corresponding CAD models
for multiple objects in complex scenes [28-30]. Traditional image processing methods
are suitable for situations where the type of scene objects is known [31,32], the stacking
occlusion is not serious, and changes in the environment such as lighting are not
obvious [33-35], but the structured environment with known objects and small
environmental changes can no longer meet people's needs [36].
Instead, an ANN-based learning scheme is used to estimate the grasp poses of an
object [37-39]. This method is usually more efficient than traditional image processing
methods [40-42]. Convolutional networks are a powerful model for learning feature
extractors and visual models [43-44]. A neural network is used to process the obtained
RGB-D information to obtain a capture scheme [45-47]. A large number of researchers
continue to rely on the characteristics of rectangular boxes and improve them on neural
networks to get better results [48-50]. Aiming at [51], Lenz et al., proposed a deep
learning algorithm for detecting a robot's grasping rectangular frame in [52], and the
three-dimensional point cloud within the detected grasping rectangular frame was
mapped to the grasping parameters. For the capture of unknown objects, Yu-Chi Lin et
al., built a system in which the RGB-D camera is fixed on the robot's hand in [53-55],
and proposed a very effective grasp without the need to know the information of the
object in advance. The fetching algorithm only needs the depth information in the scene
to determine the grabbing direction [56-58]. However, data-driven methods require
manual labeling of large amounts of data, therefore, collecting training data sets is time
consuming and expensive, and takes a long time to train.
Herein, we proposes a fast detection method for plane grasp pose suitable for twofinger gripper strategy for unknown irregular objects with arbitrary poses. Therefore,
we propose an accurate, real-time robot grasp detection method based on convolutional
neural networks. A cascaded two-stage convolutional neural network model with
course to fine position and attitude was established. The main research contributions of
this paper include:
(1) Propose a convolutional neural network model Anlge-Net for fine estimation
of grasping pose.
(2) On this basis, a two-stage cascade grab posture detection model is proposed.
In the first stage of the model, a small and reliable candidate grabbing position is
extracted based on the region-based full convolutional network [59], and then the

candidate results are sorted to determine the optimal grabbing position, so as to speed
up the detection speed; stage 2 Calculate the grab angle for the local position image
output by Angle-Net in the previous stage. Compared with the method in [9], the
directly calculated grasp angle error is smaller and the grasp detection accuracy is
improved.
(3) The transfer learning [60] mechanism is used in the model training process,
which ensures the dynamic expansion of the data set and shortens the training period.
(4) Verify the effectiveness of the crawl detection method in public data sets and
actual scenarios. Experiments show that the crawl detection method is fast (17.5
frames/second), with high accuracy and strong robustness.
The paper is organized as follows. The enhancement of real-time grasp detection
by the detector consisting of cascaded R-FCN [61] and Angle-Net are presented in
Section 2. Section 3 analyzes the experimental setup and the results. Conclusions are
provided in Section 4.
2. Detector Consisting of Cascaded R-FCN and Angle-Net
The grasp detection task includes two stages: grasping point determination and
grasping pose estimation. In a coarse-to-fine way, the corresponding convolutional
neural network is designed for each part of the task and the network is cascaded into
the final detection model. The model structure is shown in Figure 2. The first stage can
be regarded as a positioning and classification problem, based on R-FCN to achieve
grasping positioning and rough estimation of the grasping angle; the second stage is
converted into a regression problem by constructing Angle-Net model realizes fine
estimation of grasp angle.

Figure 1. Structure of real-time grasp detection model.

2.1 Grasp Point Location and Pose Estimation
In this paper, R-FCN is used to extract the candidate grasp positions in the
image. The candidates are marked by the bounding box on the image, and the
grasping point is the center point of the bounding box. In order to achieve a rough
estimation of the grasp angle, the grasp angle θ is used as a classification label, and
there are 4 categories in total: 00, 450, 900, 1350. In order to improve the detection
speed and minimize the impact on the detection results, the candidate frame for the
grasp position is set at 300. The input of the R-FCN model is a scene image
containing the target object of any size,

and the output is the candidate frame and its corresponding reliability score. The
screening position of the highest score in the working area is determined through
screening and sorting. R-FCN is based on the R-CNN framework, that is, to make
regional recommendations first and then to classify the regions. In order to make the
detection respond accurately to the translation of the target, a full convolutional network
(FCN) is used to construct a position-sensitive score map with a special convolutional
layer. Each spatially sensitive map encodes the relative spatial position information of
RoI, and adds a position sensitive RoI pooling layer on the FCN to supervise these score
maps. The structure of R-FCN is shown in Figure 3, which is composed of four parts:
basic convolutional network, region suggestion network, position-sensitive score graph,
and decision layer after RoI pooling.
Assuming that there are c categories to be detected and c=4 in the robot grab
detection model. The basic convolutional network in the R-FCN structure is based on
the ResNet, which uses the first 100 layers of ResNet and a 1×1×1024 full convolutional
layer at the end. The basic convolutional network is used for feature extraction and
output feature map. The region proposal network follows the RPN network in R-CNN,
which generates multiple RoIs, that is, grabbing position candidate regions, and each
RoI is divided into k×k blocks. The k2 position-sensitive score map is used as the last
convolutional layer in R-FCN. Its function is to output the results for classification. RFCN performs position-sensitive pooling operation on RoI's (i, j) block (0≤i, j≤k-1)
defined as Eq.1:

rc  i, j     z i , j ,c ( x  x0 , y  y0 ) n
( x , y )( i , j )

Where

(1)

rc  i, j   represents the pooling response of the (i, j) block to category C,

Zi,j,c is one of the k2(4+1) score graphs, (x0, y0) the upper left corner of RoI, n represents
the pixel value in each block, and Θ is the parameter to be learned. After the pooling
operation, k2 position-sensitive score maps are output, and the final scores of each
category are obtained using Eq.2 and Eq.3, which are used to calculate the loss.
In order to achieve bounding box regression, the output of the basic convolutional
network is followed by a convolutional layer of 4k2 channels, and a position-sensitive
RoI pooling operation is performed on the 4k2 map. Each RoI corresponds to a 4k2
vector, and then A 4-dimensional vector is generated through the average vote operation,
which is the parameter of the bounding box t = (tx, ty, tw, th).
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2.2 Fine Estimation of Grasp Pose
The direct output of the model angle value instead of the angle classification label
value can achieve a more accurate grasping pose estimation, so the angle-Net fine
estimation model is constructed, and the structure is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Structure of Angle-Net.

Angle-Net consists of 4 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers. The
number of convolution kernels of the convolutional layer is 16, 32, 64, 128, and the
number of neurons of the fully connected layer is 4096. Loss function (loss function),
as a function of estimating the difference between the predicted value and the true value
of the model, determines the convergence speed and final effect of model training. The
loss function of Angle-Net uses L1 norm function. Among them, θ is the desired grasp
angle, λ is the regularization term, and ω is the model weight parameter.
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The input of Angle-Net is the local image of the grabbing position output by the
previous level, and the output is the grasp angle θ’ accurate to 10 under the image plane.
The angle θ’ output by Angle-Net is the precision of the coarse estimation angle in stage
1. In view of the stability of R-FCN, the coarse estimation angle θlabel in stage 1 can
supervise the results of Angle-Net calculation. In order to enhance the fault tolerance
of the model and further improve the detection rate of the gripping detection and the
success rate of the actual gripping, the final grasp angle fed back to the robot is
determined by Eq.5.
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3. Experimental Evaluation and Discussion
3.1 Model training
In order to prove the real-time grasp detection capability, we performed
experiments on the Cornell Grasping Dataset [62]. Cornell obtained a total of
7,365 rectangular samples. The data set consists of 2 parts, one part is the background
image without grasp in the image, a total of 11 images, and the other part is the
image with grabs in the image, a total of 885 images, and these 885 images contain
240 A variety of objects are marked with 8019 grasp frames. A total of 5110 frames
in these grasp frames can be used for grasping. Tests were performed on each data set
were tested and compared. In testing, the combined model predicts both the best grasp
and object type at the same time. Our learning rate on all layers is 0.0005 and the
initial weight is 0.1, the offset is 0, and the moving average model attenuation
rate is 0.99. We used TensorFlow object detection package running on NVIDIA
GTX 1050Ti GPU to train and test our model.

Figure 3. Grasp detection training accuracy (red) and Grasp detection training loss (blue).

3.2 Verification and Comparison of Detection Methods
The detection effect of the grasp detection model is verified on the Cornell
Dataset. For comparison, only the vector rectangular frame is used here to represent
the grabbing position of objects on the image. As shown in Figure 4, the target object
has different geometric shapes and different placement directions. This method can
accurately locate the grab position and give a reasonable grasp angle. Compared with
the method of Lenz et al. [50], the pose results of the method in this paper are more
stable when actually captured.
Extract the same amount of two types of data from the Cornell Dataset to check
the model recognition rate. Type 1 represents an image of an object similar to the
shape of the training data but with a different placement angle. Type 2 represents an
image of an object that is completely different from the shape of the object in the
training data. It can be seen from Table 1 that compared with the other four methods,
the proposed method has the highest recognition rate in the two types of data tests. In
terms of model structure, the model uses a convolutional neural network.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Verification effect on the Cornell Dataset: (a) Lenz et al.; (b) Cascade
convolutional neural network

Compared with the method in [7], the grasping pose feature is changed from
artificial setting to autonomous extraction. Compared with the paper [50,56,8], this
model has more network layers in the extraction part of the grasping pose feature, so
the extracted features are more diverse and conducive to grasping pose judgment.
Regarding the grab detection strategy, other methods first obtain window images
through a sliding window search or random sampling at certain intervals, and then judge
each window image. It is easy to miss the better grasp poses and the detection result of
the same image determine. The method first extracts features from the image as a
whole, and then selects the candidate frame for the grabbing position according to the
features. The multiple detection results of the same image are consistent. Table 1 the
accuracy results in Type 1 indicate that the Angle-Net model has strong
generalization ability, and the high detection rate in Type 2 also indicates that the
cascaded convolutional neural network grab detection model is very robust, that is, the
robot is facing. When a new grab target is used, it can also achieve grasp detection.
Table 1. The results of different grasp pose detection methods.
Detection accuracy/%
Methods
Reference[7]
Reference[51]
Reference[8]
Reference[60]
Ours

Type 1

Type 2

60.5%
73.9%
88.0%
93.2%
94.2%

58.3%
75.6%
87.1%
89.1%
91.3%

The detection speed of this method can reach 17.5 frames/second (Table
2), significantly leading the experimental results of the other two published
detection methods on the same hardware platform 0.02 frames/second and 0.62
frames/second and the calculation time of the grasp positioning method is much shorter
than the sliding window method [7] and the random sampling method under large
samples [9].

Table 2. The detection speeds of different methods.
Methods

Speed/(frames/second)

Reference[7]
Reference[9]
Ours

0.02
0.62
17.5

3.3 Robotic Experiment
The actual robot grab detection result is expressed by the "dot line method [7]”.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that using a rough estimation angle to grasp a longhandled object may be successful, but the angle is not optimal. If the rough angle is
used, when the robot grabs objects of other shapes (such as a ring), it is likely that the
grasp will fail because the force is not vertical or the contact point is incorrect. The
precise angle output by Angle-Net is more reliable in actual crawling. The grabbing
positions of the objects in Figure 5 are not at their geometric centers, which
cannot be solved by traditional detection methods, and this method can accurately
locate the grasp points.

Figure 5. The real results of grasp pose detection (red represents the result of
coarse estimation, and green represents the result of ﬁne estimation).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Grasp pose detection results under artificially changed
environment: (a) The grasp pose detection results of the object with different
poses; (b) The grasp pose detection results inﬂuenced by illumination.

Compared with traditional methods, the robotic grasp detection method proposed
in this paper can be applied. The types of objects are more varied, and it has better
adaptability to the background color change. The grasp pose detection is performed
on the same object in different postures. The results are shown in Figure 6(a).
Although

the grab points and postures detected in any posture are different, they are all
reasonable. We artificially change the brightness of the same scene to verify
the effect of illumination on the detection results. As shown in Figure 6(b), the light
intensity in the four images decreases in sequence. There is obvious noise in the
image due to insufficient light, but the grab posture detected by each image is
almost the same, indicating that the method is suitable for images with uneven
illumination or noise.

Figure 7. Robotic grasp for objects
Table 3. Results of robotic grasp for different objects with different poses.
Category
Milk carton
Ballpoint pen
Plate
Tape
Screwdriver
Pliers
Total

Grasp times
20
20
20
20
20
20
120

Successful times

Success rate

20

100

18

90

17

85

20

100

18

90

18

90

111

92.5

A total of 120 robot grasp experiments were performed on 6 types of objects in
different postures. The results of some successful gripping are shown in Figure 7. The
left and right halves of each figure represent the end effector closure and the object
was caught. Since there are errors in the calibration of the vision system and the
execution of the robot, the actual gripping point is consistent with the detection
results through error compensation. The statistical results of the crawling
experiment are shown in Table 3. From the limited representative experiments,
the average success rate of robotic grasp is 92.5%. This experiment proves the
practicality of the grasp detection method proposed in this paper.
4. Conclusion
We proposed a fast and accurate camera-based grasp pose detection system. Our
model improves on the latest technology and runs faster than the former methods. We
propose a fast detection method for plane grab posture based on cascaded
convolutional neural network. In this paper, based on the RGB information of the
capture scene, the self-built small-scale data set training model is used to autonomously
extract the capture pose characteristics, and the R-FCN model is used to extract the
candidate frame for

screening to achieve the capture positioning and rough angle estimation. The AngleNet model performs fine estimation of the grasping angle to realize grasping detection.
The use of R-FCN to extract a small number of reliable candidate grabbing positions
significantly improves the speed of grabbing detection. The proposed Angle-Net
effectively improves the detection accuracy. Experiments show that this method can
quickly and accurately calculate the position and attitude angle of the robot's grasping
posture that is in line with human grasping habits and maps to the robot's end paws for
scene images with diverse backgrounds, uneven lighting, and noise. Compared with the
previous methods, not only improves the timeliness of the algorithm because of
avoiding traversal search, but also improves the accuracy of attitude angle detection
because of the addition of cascading Angle-Net.
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